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EFFECTS OF THE FARMER-OWNED GRAIN RESERVE UPON

STATE-U.S. GRAIN PRICE DIFFERENTIALS

ABSTRACT

Effects of changing farmer-owned reserve(FOR) stock levels upon

State-U.S. price differentials were analyzed. Results indicated that

release of FOR stocks had little effect on reducing State-U.S. month
ly

corn or sorghum price differentials for most States studied. Conversely,

stocks entering the reserve had little relative price-strengthenin
g

effects for most States.



EFFECTS OF THE FARMER-OWNED GRAIN RESERVE UPON

STATE-U.S. GRAIN PRICE DIFFERENTIALS

INTRODUCTION

The Food Security Act of 1985 authorized continued operation of the

Farmer-Owned Reserve (FOR) Program. This program was initiated by the

Food and Agriculture Act of 1977 and has remained in effect thereafter.

Although operating rules have changed over time, the objective of this

program has been to support and stablize grain prices and to assure a

dependable grain supply.

In contrast to the 1981 Act, the 1985 Act specifies minimum and

maximum reserve quantities of wheat and feed grains. The range for wheat

is 17 to 30 percent of the estimated total disappearance for the current

marketing year, while feed grains have a 7 to 15 percent range. Each

maximum can be increased by 10 percent, if deemed necessary by the

Secretary. If the specified minimums are not met and the commodity

market price is 140 percent or less of the recourse loan rate, the

Secretary must provide incentives to achieve these minimums such as

immediate entry into the reserve, interest waiver, increased storage

payments or increased loan rates.
V

The FOR program attempts to stablize grain prices by drawing grain

into the reserve when prices are low and permitting release of grain when

prices are high. However, in some grain-producing States with large FOR

stocks, farmers have been concerned that the release of FOR stocks

depresses State grain prices and distorts normal differentials between

State and U.S. prices. For example, Nebraska's corn and sorghum reserve

stocks had accounted for nearly 30 percent each of total U. S. corn and

sorghum reserve stocks.
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Past research has focused primarily on the dgreate U.S. effects of

tne FOR program such as price level, price variability and level of

carryover stocks ( Gardner; Just; ileyers and Ryan; Salatne, Price and

Banker; Sharpies; and Sharpies and Holland ). These studies were

conducted prior to tne large reserve buildup experienced in 1982-83.

Although Burnstein identified some of the factors responsible for

variation in redemption rates across States, tne effect of FOR release on

State prices was not addressed. ;ore recently aggreate and State level

effects of the FOR progam were analyzed in a monthly time frame.( Lin et.

al.)

Minimal attention has been given to the effects of tne FOR program

upon price differentials. Even with the uniform provision of the FOR

program, producer response may vary from region to reOon because of

spatial variation in market conditions. For example, the release status

of the reserve program is determined wnen a 5 day moving average national

price exceeds the release price. Yet, when reserves are in release

status, are State-U.S. price differentials affected? Also, are tnese

effects similiar among surplus and deficit States?

The objectives of this study are (1) to determine the grain price

differentials between selected States dnd the ndtional level, and (2) to

determine to what extent the release of the FOR stocks contributes to a

change in State-U.S. price aifferentials.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Assuming a competitive market, spatial price differences should

differ by no more than transfer costs between tdo trading regions ano

should be less than or equal to transfer costs for two regions not

engaged in trade (Tomek and Robinson, p. 144) If price differences

2.
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exceed transfer costs, ouyers could purchase in the lower priced market

and sell in tne higher priced market. This arbitrage should continue

until prices again differ by transfer costs. Price differences between

regions could change due to changes in transfer costs or re9iona1 supply

and demand.

In the short-run, tne FOR release was nypothesizeu to affect some

State-U.S. price differentials because it alters local available

supplies. A State with large FOR stocks may have its price affected

disproportionately in relation to the U.S. price if a large volume of

stocks are released onto the market or if a large volume enters the

reserve. Conversely, in States where FOR levels are quite small relative

to total stocks, changes in FOR stocks may have minimal effects on State

prices. Over time, arbitrage can be expected to smooth out price

distortions caused by tne FOR. The question is: are tnese distortions

smoothed out in one month?

ANALYTICAL FRAHEWORK

The analytical approach used in this study takes two steps. First, a

comparison was made among average State-U.S. corn price differences

during months when the reserve was in release status, during months when

it was not in release, and during all months of 1978-84. These

comparisons indicate whether State-U.S. grain price differences change

during release months. Second, a single regression equation was used to

determine how much of the cnange in State-U.S. price differentials was

attributed to release of FOR stocks.

This study focused on States which reflect various combinations of

feed grain production and stocks. Corn and sorgnum were selecteu for

analfsis because they are important feed grains affected by the FOR. For



example, Iowa and Nebraska were selected because of their sinificant

corn production and FOR stocks. By contrast, Illinois was chosen to

reflect its sizable corn production but low FOR stocks. North Carolina,

Pennsylvania and Georgia were selected because of tneir corn deficit

characteristics and low levels of FOR stocks. Similar criteria were used

for the selection of States witn the sorghum analysis.

The average difference between each State's grain price and the U.S.

price varies depending upon a number of factors. Some of the more

important factors include wnether the State is in a jrain deficit or

surplus area, handling and transportation costs, accessibility to export

ports or terminal markets, grain variety and toality, supply and demand

conditions in the state, United States and overseas, and status of tne

FOR. Several of these factors--such as, transfer costs or grain

quality—were not included in the statistical model due to lack of data.

Tne economic rationale of tne model specification generally followed

those developed in recent basis studies (Taylor and Tomek; Garcia and

Good; and Schulte). Equations were estimated for l'J78-84. me sin dle

linear regression equation for each state and for each crop was specified

as follows:

Pi - Pus ' f L-..

where:

2

-17

CCO Fa) ,z1(FOR).1

Pi= aeflated grain price received by farmers in State i ;monthly;
dollars per bushel for corn and dollars per hundredweight for
soryhum).

Pus' deflated grain price received by farmers in the United States 
(monthly; dollars per bushel for corn and dollars per
hundredweight for sorghw).

a set of 11 monthly dummy variables (for example, wnen pricesj
are for December, the dummy for December = 1 and for other
months = 0).

4.
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S = quarterly beOnniny total stocks in State i.

U = quarterly State grain disappearance'(Ut= St*T St44,)

COG = alonthly CCC inventories at the beginning of tne month in State

FOR = monthly FOR stocks at the beginning of the montn in State i.

„..,(FOR) = net change in FOR stocks in State i during the month
(positive value means net entry and negative value means
net release).

Units for stocks were in million bushels for corn and million

hundredweight for sorghum. Commodity price data represents average

monthly prices received by farmers for the State or the U. S.

Grain price variables for the State and the U.S. level were deflated

by the GNP price deflator (1972=100). Effects of releasin FOR stocks on

State-U.S. grain price differentials are expressed in 1972 dollars unless

indicated otnerwise.

Total stocks and use ddta at the State level are available only on a

quarterly basis. urain use olas approximated oy calculating the

disappearance of quarterly total grain stocks. Also, new crop production

was added to total stocks to more accurately reflect quarterly

disappearance after the harvest of the new crop. Grain use constructed

this way underestimates the true grain use in the State, if the receiving

State has a large volume of inshipments and does not nave adequate

storage facilities.

Autoregressive disturbances were detected in the regression

analysis. This bias was corrected using the Cochrane-Orcutt procedure.

5.
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RESULTS

State-U.S. Price Differentials

Average State-U.S. price differentials for selected corn and sorghum

producing States over the period 1978-84 are presented in table 1. The

table shows the effect of the release of FOR stocks on price

differentials over that period. Corn prices in deficit States in the

East and Southeast, which carry few stocks, increased relative to the

U.S. price when the corn FOR was in release. Eastern Corn Belt States

generally have had the same experience, also partly because of low RJR

stocks. In the Central ana Western Corn Belt States, tnere was little or

no chane in State-U.S. price aifferences when the FOR was in release,

excluding Nebraska. In Nebraska, prices averajed 2.3 cents a busnel

(1984 dollars) lower relative to the U.S. price during release montns

compared with all months.

State-U.S. price differentials for sorjhum during release months,

nonrelease months and all months indicate tnat there was virtually no

difference in Kansas-U.S. price differentials during release months ana

all months. Sorghum prices in Nebraska and elissouri were weaKenea

relative to the U.S. price during release months. In contrast, sorghum

prices in Texas and Oklahoma were strengthened relative to the U.S. level

duriny release months.

If the release of corn or so9.hum FOR stocKs nad materially depressed

State prices relative to the U.S. average prices during 1978-34, tne

averaye State-U.S. price differential during release months minus the

average differential for all months would be a neyative number. These

corn price differences were negative in only 2 of the 12 selected
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Table 1. Average State-U.S. corn and sorghum price differentials for selected States, 1978-84

• : : •. . Difference between

Commodity •. : During release : During non-release •• release and all

State : All months : months : months • months
Cents per bushel ($1972

Corn

Nebraska -1.43 -2.46 -0.98 -1.03

Iowa -4.84. -4.44 -5.01 0.40

Illinois 3.27 3.41 3.22 0.14

Indiana 4.07 6.65 2.94 2.58

Ohio 3.98 5.61 3.26 1.63

Minnesota -11.15 -10.71 -11.35 0.44

North Carolina 19.09 23.24 17.27 4.15

Kansas 7.79 7.50 7.92 -0.29

Pennsylvania 23.66 30.52 20.65 6.86

Georgia 21.52 23.79 20.52 2.27

South Dakota -13.37 -13.10 -13.49 0.27

Wisconsin -3.95 -2.22 -4.71 1.73

Cents per bushel ($1984)

Nebraska -3.21 -5.52 -2.20 -2.31
Iowa -10.86 -9.97 -11.24 0.89

11111Illinois 
7.34 7.65 7.23 0.31

Indiana 9.13 14.93 6.60 5.80

Ohio 8.93 12.59 7.32 3.66
Minnesota -25.03 -24.04 -25.47 0.99

North Carolina 42.85 52.16 38.76 9.31
Kansas 17.48 16.83 17.78 -0.65

Pennsylvania 53.10 68.50 46.35 15.40
Georgia 48.30 53.39 46.06 5.09

South Dakota -30.01 -29.40 -30.28 0.61
Wisconsin -8.87 -4.98 -10.57 3.89

•

Cents per cwt ($1972)
Sorghum

Kansas -4.65 -4.80 -4.62 -0.15
Texas 15.48 17.74 15.12 2.26
Nebraska -12.35 -15.49 -11.85 -3.14

Missouri .025 -9.70 1.59 -9.73
Oklahoma 7.65 8.12 7.57 .47

Cents per cwt ($1984)

Kansas -10.44 -10.78 -10.37 -.34
Texas 34.74 39.82 33.94 5.07
Nebraska -27.72 -34.77 -26.60 -7.05

Missouri .056 -21.77 3.57 -21.84
Oklahoma 17.17 18.22 16.99 1.05
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States--Nebraska and Kansas(minor difference). Sorghum price differences

were negative in 3 of the 5 selected States--Nebraska, Missouri and

Kansas(minor difference).

These differences are only an approximation of reserve effects. They

do not account for different supply, demand and government stock act
ivity

in various States or for different storage and transportation costs and

availabilities. A central question remains: how much of the change in

the State-U.S. price differentials was attributable to the release of FOR

Stocks?

Effects of FOR on State-U.S. Price Differentials

Estimates for monthly State-U.S. price differential equations are

presented in table 2.
2/ 

For many of the important corn producing

States such as Iowa, Nebraska, Wisconsin, and South Dakota increases in

stocks relative to use tend to depress State prices relative to U.S.

prices and hence weaken the State-U.S. price differential. Conversely,

more corn isolated in CCC and FOR stocks has been associated with higher

State prices in these States, strengthening the State-U.S. price

differentials. For deficit States such as Georgia, North Carolina and

Pennsylvania the stocks-to-use ratio shows an unexpected positive effect

on the State-U.S. price differential. Stocks in these States tend to be

small (less than 1.5 percent of the U.S. total in August 1984) relative

to total grain use and large but unmeasured inshipments of grain into the

States distorts corn use data used in this analysis. Large inshipments

of corn into Illinois also is a potential reason for the positive

stocks-to-use ratio for that State.

The regression results suggest that changes in the level of FOR

stocks have had minimal effects on the State-U.S. price differentials.

8.



Table 2. Estimated price differential equations for selected States, 1978-84a/

411/
• .  Explanatory variables  •. •

Commodity : Dependent : S :  CCC + OR  : •. R2 •. D-W
. U : Zi (FOR) • . . statistic• •State : variable : TT

Corn

Nebraska PNE-PUS -.00093 .0445 .000168 .41 2.02
(-.169) (.711) (2.247)

Iowa PIO-PUS =.00602 .0198 -.000099 .40 1.94
(-1.187) (3.042) (-.191)

Illinois PIL-PUS .0352 -.0305 -.000237 .55 2.09
(.606) -(-3.764) (-2.017)

Ohio PON-PUS -.0066 -.0734 -.000812 .39 1.88
(-.651) (-2.12) (-1.319)

Indiana PIN-PUS -.0127 -.0255 -.000497 .49 2.03
(-.646) (-.905) (-1.417)

Minnesota PMN-PUS .00118 .0152 .00015 .35 1.70
(.171) (.878) (.711)

North Carolina PNC-PUS .0382 -.272 .63 1.65
(1.298) -2.950) (-4.312)

411/Kansas PKA-PUS -.0039 .00838 .00405 .46 1.70

(-.193) (.484) (1.169)

Pennsylvania PPA-PUS .00123 -.240 -.0386 .37 1.70
(.058) (-1.06) -1.17)

Georgia PGA-PUS .00912 -.145 -.0508 .52 2.00
(1.211) (-2.296) (-.183)

South Dakota PSD-PUS -.0279 .0546 -.00085 .35 1.62
(-2.06) (1.758) (-.310)

Wisconsin PWI-PUS -.0108 .0472 -.000319 .73 1.79
(-1.168) (2.585) (-.339)

Sorghum

Kansas PKS-PUS -.00837 .0266 .00118 .27 2.00
(-.707) (1.990) (.427)

Texas PTX-PUS .279 -.0608 .00183 .49 1.86
(2.053) (-3.172) (.582)

Nebraska PNE-PUS .00775 -.00206 -.000229 .22 1.88
(.855) (-.222) (-.0934)

411/ Missouri PMO-PUS .0203 -.0426 -.165 .33 1.94
(.478) (-.469) (-2.102)

Oklahoma POK-PUS -.0339 .0211 .0109 .34 2.06
(-1.475) (1.084) (.235)

9.

a/ Intercept and seasonal dummies are not reported; t-ratios are in parentheses.



In only three of the twelve corn States selected for study-- Nebraska,

Illinois, and North Carolina --was the coefficient for chanye in FOR

stocks significant. A 100-million bushel reduction in FOR corn stocks in

Nebraska has tendea to weaken the averae Nebraska price relative to the

average U.S. price by only 1.7 cents a bushel in 1972 dollars or 3.8 in

1984 dollars. Changes in FOR stocks showed positive coefficients for

other important corn producing States--Kansas/tilinnesota -

-44-s-cansirl!--but these effects were not statistically sipificant.

Changes in FOR stocks showed an unexpected negative coefficient for

Illinois. Thus, a reduction in Illinois FOR stocks appears to De

associated with a widening Illinois-U.S. corn price difference. When

market demand (expecially exports) for Illinois corn 'rows, inventory

holders respond by shipping corn to other States or the Gulf via the

Mississippi River. Prices offered to Illinois farmers have tended to be

higher than U.S. prices because of this demand and low transportation

costs via barge. The analysis of price differences founa in table 1

supports these results.

The change in FOR stocks has been inversely related to the State-U.S.

corn price differentials for North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Georgia.

Since release of FOR stocks occurred during times of strong market demand

or tight supply, corn prices tended to rise or continued to stay at a

relatively high level in these corn deficit areas, aespite release

status. During 1978-84, corn price differentials during release months

averaged 6.9 cents a bushel higher than those calculated from all months

in Pennsylvania and 4.2 cents higher in North Carolina. This is

consistent with results in table 2. JJ

As demand for corn brows in tnese states,

OT

lu.



corn prices have tended to rise thereby attracting inshipments which

compensate for lack of stocks.

In the case of sorghum, how much did the release of FOR stocks

contribute to State-U.S. price differences? Results in table 2 inaicate

that changes in the level of FUR stocks snow a positive effect on

State-U.S. price differentials for Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas. However,

these effects are minimal anu are statistically insi;nificant. For

example, a release of one million hundredweight of sorghum in Texas

contributes to less than one-cent change in the Texas-U.S. price

differential. A positive change in the level of FOR stocks had an

unexpected negative effect on the Missouri-U.S. price differential. The

release of Nissouri FOR -stocks tended to De associated with higher

sor;hum prices during release months when supply was tiht, compared with

all months. In 1982-83, Missouri's sorghum production was sli.jhtly

greater than its own consumption. But, the volume of sor;hum FOR stocks

in Missouri accounted for only about 4 percent of annual sorghum use in

1983-84, or 0.8 percent of U.S. total. Therefore, the release of FOR

stocks itself is not expected to have a significant effect on

Missouri-U.S. sorghum price differentials. Despite the release of FOR

and PIK entitlements after the summer of 1933, sorghum prices during the

release months in Missouri continued to surge and exceeded the national

average.

CONCLUSIONS

Release of FOR stocks during a single month had little effect on

reducing State-U.S. monthly corn or sorynum price differentials for most

States studied. Conversely, entry of stocks into the reserve had little

or no relative price-strengthening effects for most States. Thus, it
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would appear that arbitrage smoothed out most of any FOR price

distortions over a period of one month.

Release of corn FOR stocks materially lowered a State's monthly corn

prices relative to the U.S. average only in Nebraska, Kansas and

Minnesota. However, the FOR stock variables for Kansas and Minnesota

were statistically insignificant. Conversely, these States generally

experienced an increase in price differentials when entry into reserve

was substantial. For the remainder of the States, entry of stocks in the

reserve did not significantly affect their price differentials.

In corn-deficit States, those that use more than they produce,

release of FOR stocks was associated with rising State prices relative to

the U.S. average. In these States, released FOR stocks were very small,

and their price effects were apparently overwhelmed by strong demand

relative to supply--a condition necessary for release status in the first

place. The statistical models may not have been discriminating enough to

separate the supply and demand effects on prices.

In corn surplus States where FOR stocks were relatively small and

transportation costs to major terminal and export markets are relatively

low, release of FOR stocks was also associated with rising State prices

relative to the U.S. average.

FOOTNOTES

1. Agricultural Economists, Economic Research Service, U. S. Department

of Agriculture. The views expressed herein are not necessarily those of

USDA.
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2 As of May 30, 1986, the U. S. Department of Agriculture announced the

maximum amount of grain for the 1986 crops of wheat and feed grains that

may be stored under the farmer-owned reserve. The upper limits on the

quantity of grain in the FOR is 17 percent for wheat and 7 percent for

feed grains of estimated total use of these grains during the 1986 crop

year. These quantities are estimated to be 680 million bushels for wheat

and 1.3 billion bushels for feed grains. Entry into the reserve will not

be permitted -for maturing 1986-crop wheat and feed grain loans if the

quantities in the reserve from earlier crop years exceed the estimated

upper limits. However, these limits will not affect entry of maturing

1985 crop loans.

3. A variable for rail rates (deflated U.S. rail rate index) was

included but was found insignificant and of the wrong sign in almost all

cases. Therefore, it was deleted from the equation. Theory suggests

that a transfer cost variable be included, but adequate data that

captures State transportation and handling costs was unavailable.

13.
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